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TOP FEATURES

FEATURES
 Mechanical gaming keyboard 
  with 3-block layout
 Dust and water-resistant Kailh BOX switches
 Extensive RGB illumination with Edge Light
 14 extra PBT keycaps
 4 separate keys for macros, illumination 
  and multimedia
 Sturdy aluminium surface with diamond cut
 Detachable USB-C cable
 20 synchronizing illumination e�ects
 Intuitive gaming software with 3 game profiles

RGB
ILLUMINATION GAMING MODE

With the SKILLER SGK60, the user won't have a 
mechanical keyboard just like any other. With a 
choice of innovative Kailh BOX switches in three 
di�erent models, the keyboard o�ers the desired 
typing sensation whether for working or gaming. The 
keyboard also comes with 14 abrasion-resistant PBT 
keycaps. These are made using the double injection 
process for long-lasting use without any signs of 
wear. And for the final touch, the visual design is 
rounded o� by the elegant, diamond-cut aluminum 
surface.
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TAILORED SWITCHES AND KEYS

In addition to the 14 robust and abrasion-resistant PBT keycaps, the SGK60 o�ers a 
choice between three Kailh-BOX switches, allowing the gamer to freely personalize 
their own typing experience. The choice lies between the feedbackless red switches, 
the brown switches with a tactile feedback, and the white switches which give both a 
tactile and an acoustic feedback. While the typing sensation can be thus personalized 
as desired, the switches also impress with a life cycle of at least 80 million clicks.  All 
of this is complemented with a sturdy, diamond-cut aluminum surface. 

KAILH BOX
SWITCHES 



ADJUSTABLE RGB ILLUMINATION

EXTENSIVE MACRO FUNCTIONS
Using the downloadable software, all kinds of macros can be created and then used in 
up to twenty game profiles. 391 macro entries can be recorded, and each entry can then 
be adjusted separately. A special macro key allows macros to be speedily retrieved. 

Like its predecessors, the SGK60 is equipped with an impressive illumination. Using the software available for this 
keyboard, the gamer can choose from a range of 20 unique lighting e�ects for the keyboard keys and the Edge Light, which 
is the lighting along the back of the keyboard. Via the keyboard, the lighting e�ects can be controlled, while the download-
able software allows the brightness of the e�ects to be adjusted. In addition, separate buttons enable the lighting to be 
activated and deactivated. 
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MEDIA CONTROL VIA THE KEYBOARD

In addition to a macro key, the SGK60 has function keys to provide the option of 
controlling the media player that is set as default on the computer. The function 
keys can be used to control the volume, to switch between the songs, or to pause 
and resume them. As well as this, there are various other functions for quick and 
convenient access to all possible applications such as emails or the File Explorer. 

Volume Up Volume Down E-MailPlay/Pause Stop Previous Track Next Track



TIMELESS AND SPACIOUS

38 mm

165 mm

450 mm

With a substantial length of 450 mm, the SGK60 also impresses with its appealing size.  With a width of 165 mm, a pleasant 
height of 38 mm as well as a complete layout of three blocks, prolific writers as well as gamers will get what their hearts 
desire, while ease of use is the be-all and end-all. In this way, it will not only fulfill the wishes of gamers who value excellent 
performance from their keyboard, but it will also appeal to those who value simplicity and freedom of movement. 



SPECIFICATIONS

General
 Type: Gaming Keyboard
 Switch Technology: 
 Mechanical (Kailh BOX Red) /
 Mechanical (Kailh BOX Brown) / 
 Mechanical (Kailh BOX White) 
 Illumination: RGB
 Adjustable Illumination
 Lighting E�ects
 Max. Polling Rate: 1,000 Hz
 Gaming Mode
 3-Block Layout
 Detachable Cable
 Weight without / incl. Cable: 1,014 g / 1,056 g 
 Dimensions (L x W x H): 
 450.2 x 164.5 x 38.4 mm
 Supported Operating Systems: Windows

Key Properties
 Multimedia Keys: 3
 Macro Keys: 1
 Function Keys with Preset 
 Multimedia Actions
 N-Key Rollover Support
 Arrow Keys Functions 
 are Interchangeable 
 with the WASD Section
 Operating Force: 45 ± 10 g (Red) / 
 45 ± 10 g (Brown) / 45 ± 15 g (White)
 Switch: Linear (Red) / Tactile (Brown) /
 Tactile (White)
 Switching Point: Undetectable (Red) / 
 Detectable (Brown) / Detectable (White)
 Click Point: Undetectable (Red) / 
 Undetectable (Brown) / 
 Precisely Detectable (White)
 Distance to Actuation Point: 1.8 mm
 Operating Life Cycles of Keys:
 Min. 80 Million Keystrokes

Cable and Connectors
 Connector: USB Type-C
 Textile Braided Cable
 Cable Length: 180 cm
 Gold-Plated USB Plug

Software Properties
 Gaming Software
 Individually Configurable Key Functions 
 Number of Profiles: 20
 Onboard Memory for Game Profiles
 Capacity of Onboard Memory: 64 kB

Package Contents
 SKILLER SGK60
 PBT Keycap Set
 Manual
 USB Cable (180 cm)
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